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INITIAL POST-HEARING BRIEF OF THE COMMERCIAL GROUP 

1.	 INTRODUCTION / STATEMENT OF THE CASEl 

The Commercial Group is composed of Best Buy Co., Inc., J.e. Penney Corporation, 

Inc., Macy's, Inc., Safeway, Inc., Sam's West, Inc., Target, Inc., and Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. CG 

Ex. 1.0, p. 1. Together, the Commercial Group supports tens of thousands of Illinois employees 

and purchase tens of billions of dollars each year of services and supplies from Illinois 

businesses. Id. The Commercial Group respectfully requests in this brief that the Administrative 

Law Judges ("ALJs") recommend and the Illinois Commerce Commission ("Commission") 

adopt orders that maintain rate design and cost allocation across customer classes consistent with 

that adopted in the Commission's final order in CornEd's last rate case, Docket No. 10-0467 

("20 I0 Rate Order"), as required by the statute. 

VII.	 COST OF SERVICE AND RATE DESIGN 

ISSUE #1 - Whether the directives for rate design and cost allocation across customer 
classes that the Commission included in its 2010 Rate Order should be implemented in this case. 

ISSUE #2 - Whether revenue-neutral changes to a distribution loss study that result in 
changes to cost allocation among the various classes is a new rate design or cost allocation across 
customer classes that is inappropriate for this initial rate formula case. 

1 The Commercial Group follows herein a draft joint outline for briefs circulated among the parties following the hearings. 
Failure to address an issue in the outline should not be construed as endorsement for any other party's position. 
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The relevant statutory provision is 220 ILCS 5/16.111.5(c), which provides: 

UntiL .. the Commission approves a different rate design and cost allocation 
pursuant to subsection (e) of this Section, rate design and cost allocation across 
customer classes shall be consistent with the Commission's most recent order 
regarding the participating utility's request for a general increase in its delivery 
services rates. 

With respect to the first issue, there appears to be two possible interpretations of this 

portion of the statute. First, the Commission could adopt in this docket the same rate design and 

class cost allocations as were adopted in the 2010 Rate Order. Under this interpretation, 

directives in the 2010 Rate Order for changes in class cost allocations and rate design in the 

"next rate case" would occur in the rate redesign portion of the performance rate formula 

proceedings. Alternatively, the Commission could implement in this docket (as the "next rate 

case") those directives for class cost allocations and rate design from the 2010 Rate Order, 

including taking the next step toward eliminating interclass subsidies that the Commission 

started to take in Docket No. 07-0566 and continued in the 2010 Rate Order in Docket No. 09

0306. Many of the parties appear to recommend the first interpretation and even though that 

interpretation might disfavor the Commercial Group (which takes service in rate classes that 

have borne the subsidy burden for many years), it appears to be the interpretation most consistent 

with the language and premise of the statute. 

The alternative interpretation is the one proffered by Mr. Bachman for CTNMetra (who 

himself appeared to favor the first interpretation - see CTNMetra Ex. 1.0,3:55-56). On page 4 

of his direct testimony (CTNMetra Ex. 1.0), Mr. Bachman states the following: 

Ifthe new legislation's intent is that the "rate design" is to be consistent 
with the rates established as a result of the previous order as urged by 
CornEd, then it appears that CornEd's filing conforms to that intent. 
However, if the new legislation's language requiring that "cost allocation 
among customer classes shall be consistent with the Commission's prior 
order" is intended to mean that CornEd is to update its cost allocation by 
complying with the Order's mandate to present a new ECOSS, and 
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eliminate 4 kV facilities from the charges to the Railroad Class, then the 
filing is not consistent with that intent. 

Mr. Bachman's alternative is also a reasonable interpretation of the statute. When the General 

Assembly approved the rate formula statute, the 2010 Rate Order had already been issued and so 

the requirement for changes to class allocations and rate design contained in the 2010 Rate Order 

was public knowledge of which the legislature would have at least constructive notice. 

As both interpretations are reasonable interpretations, the Commercial Group leaves it to 

the AUs and Commission to decide which interpretation is most consistent with the language 

and intent of the formula rate statute. However, if the Commission adopts the alternative 

interpretation proffered by Mr. Bachman, the Commission should take the next step toward 

eliminating interclass subsidies. For example, on pages 260-263 of the 2010 Rate Order, the 

Commission recognized and adopted CornEd's approach of taking the second of four steps 

toward cost for each non-residential class, namely that such classes (except the Railroad Class) 

would be moved 33 percent of the way to cost in that proceeding. (The Railroad Class was 

moved 10 percent of the way to cost.) Thus, if this formula rate proceeding is considered "the 

next rate case" then the third step should be taken, which would move rates for the subsidized 

classes 50 percent of the way to cost, with the rates for the Railroad Class presumably moving an 

additional 10 percent to cost. So also, on page 291 of the 2010 Rate Order, the Commission 

directed with respect to distribution line loss studies that "CornEd shall segregate the SEC and 

SERVICE elements in any future rate case in its initial filing." This directive likewise should be 

implemented in this proceeding if the alternative interpretation is adopted. 

The Commercial Group shall address the second issue in the distribution loss sections of 

the outline. 
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A. Studies Submitted Pursuant to 2010 Rate Case Order 

CornEd filed a number of studies that it indicates it was filing out of an abundance of 

caution to comply with the 2010 Rate Order. Notably for this brief, CornEd filed Study Report 

#3 (a distribution loss study that implemented the directive in the 2010 Rate Order for the 

separation of the SEC and SERVICES element) and Study Report #7A and 7B (a transmission 

loss study and the corresponding distribution loss study that incorporated those transmission loss 

factors). These studies shall be discussed below in the distribution loss sections. 

B. Rate Design, Including Upcoming Docket 

As discussed above, a key legal issue to resolve is whether this initial formula rate case is 

the "next rate case" contemplated by the 2010 Rate Order. If the Commission adopts this 

interpretation, then the Commission should implement the various directives for the "next rate 

case" that were specified in the 2010 Rate Order, including taking the next step toward moving 

the rate classes to cost and separating the SEC and SERVICE elements in CornEd's distribution 

loss study. CG Ex. 1.0, pp.3-4. If the Commission instead determines that the "next rate case" is 

the revenue-neutral rate design proceeding contemplated by statute, then that rate design 

proceeding should be commenced as soon as legally permissible so as to implement those 

directives. 

C. Embedded Cost of Service Study, Including Distribution Losses 

The Commercial Group shall not comment on the embedded cost of service study 

submitted by CornEd except with respect to distribution losses. Based on all the evidence in this 

proceeding, the Commission should adopt the distribution loss factors approved in the 2010 Rate 

Order. Any other loss study would change class cost allocations contrary to the statute. 

Alternatively, if the Commission determines that this is the "next rate case," the Commission 
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should direct CornEd to adopt the loss factors from Study Report #3 (which is the only study that 

separates the SEC and SERVICE elements as required by that order). 

Mr. Hemphill testified that "[n]o rate design or inter-class cost allocation may be put into 

effect as a result of this Docket that is inconsistent with the cost allocation and rate design that 

the Commission directed would go into effect immediately after the 2010 Rate Case Order." 

Instead any such changes should be implemented only in the "upcoming revenue-neutral cost of 

service and rate design proceeding." CornEd. Ex. 20.0, 25:514-519. In determining then 

whether changes to a distribution loss study is a rate design or class cost allocation issue, the first 

place to start is to see whether the changes are revenue-neutral to CornEd. Mr. Etheridge for 

DOE testified that CornEd should update its distribution loss study with updated transmission 

loss factors and indicated that "all customer classes would experience a decrease in their costs 

for distribution losses if CornEd's updated transmission loss factor DLF study is approved." 

DOE Ex. 1.0,8:19-22 (emphasis added). This was a plausible prediction based on the fact that 

total system losses are made up of transmission system losses plus distribution system losses 

such that once overall losses are known, any increase in the calculation of losses on CornEd's 

transmission system necessarily means there is a corresponding decrease in distribution system 

losses. As Mr. Hemphill put it, "this is a zero sum phenomena."z However, when CornEd 

submitted with its surrebuttal testimony its distribution loss study updated with increased 

transmission losses (Study Report #7B - CornEd Ex. 27.1), it became clear that CornEd's 

distribution loss study was being presented in a manner that would be revenue-neutral to CornEd 

and would not decrease distribution costs for all classes? Under CornEd's transmission loss 

2 March 7 Tr. 165:7-12. See also, CornEd Ex. 7.1, p.2, ~ titled "Summary" ("Distribution losses are determined by 
subtracting energy delivered to retail and wholesale customers plus transmission losses from the CornEd Zone 
Load."). 

3 CornEd's surrebuttal testimony was filed after the parties submitted pre-hearing pleadings/memoranda. 
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study, transmission losses have increased substantially, from 1.6 percent of transmission system 

load to 2.4 percent of that load. CornEd. Ex. 18.0,3:52-56 (Born). Nevertheless, despite the 

sharp increase in transmission losses, overall cost for distribution losses remained unchanged. 

Indeed, the only effect of including the increased transmission losses is to cause the rates of 

some classes to increase and the rates of other classes to decrease. 

This is evident from CornEd Ex. 28.2 Schedule 3, a copy of which is attached hereto for 

the convenience of the judges. In that schedule, the total cost of delivery service from the 

ECOSS using CornEd's recommended loss study (CornEd Ex. 7.1) is identical to the total cost of 

delivery service from the ECOSS using Study Report #7B, (CornEd Ex. 27.1), which 

incorporates the updated transmission loss factors (compare Column B Total to Column A 

Total). Instead, the only cost changes are those allocated to individual classes and thus, Column 

D of that schedule shows costs for some classes increasing with others decreasing, but the total 

system costs remain the same. Clearly, not all classes benefit from this new loss study as 

predicted by Mr. Etheridge and indeed, some classes are harmed. Thus, at least as far as how 

CornEd has submitted Study Report #7B (CornEd Ex. 27.1), Mr. Born is correct that this revised 

loss study is a rate design/class cost of service issue (CornEd Ex. 18.0, 2:33-35) that should not 

be considered in this proceeding. 

The only remaining question is whether CornEd Ex. 7.1 (CornEd's recommended 

distribution loss study) should be implemented. It also should not be adopted. 

First of all, it is not apparent why using a new distribution loss study with updated class 

load data is not a rate design or class allocation change. It certainly changes the relative 

allocation of losses among classes. For example, comparing the loss factors in Appendix G of 

CornEd Ex. 67.2 from the 2010 Rate Case with the loss factors in Appendix G of CornEd Ex. 7.1 
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in this case, it is apparent that not only are overall distribution losses higher in CornEd Ex. 7.1 

(6.96% vs. 6.55%), the degree to which losses increase within an individual class fluctuate 

greatly. See Mr. Rockrohr's loss comparison chart, Staff Ex. 11.0, p.6. For example, the loss 

factor for the General Lighting class decreases from 10.63% in the last rate case's study to 

10.60% in CornEd Ex. 7.1 whereas the loss factor for the Very Large load class (1-10MW) 

sharply increases from 6.29% to 6.82%. Further, as described above, CornEd has chosen to 

present distribution losses in a revenue-neutral manner (at least with respect to the utility) and so 

the only cost changes from the new CornEd Ex. 7.1 loss study is to change class costs. This is 

not appropriate for this initial formula rate case. 

Second, as cited above, Mr. Born for CornEd testifies that updating transmission losses 

would be a rate design change. But if updating transmission losses is a rate design change, it is 

not clear why updating class load data to make changes to distribution loss factors is also not a 

rate design change. Indeed, the 2010 Rate Order itself addressed distribution loss study issues 

along with other rate design issues in Section VII (Rate Design) of that order. 

Third, as Mr. Rockrohr explains at p.7 lines 127-137 of Staff Ex. 11.0, there is no 

assurance that the class allocation changes from CornEd's new distribution loss study (Ex. 7.1) 

accurately reflect conditions this year or any future year: 

I agree ... that changes in distribution loss factors from one year to the next 
may occur because of changes in distribution and transmission system 
configuration, load, load shape, and temperature. But this also means that 
no one can be sure whether CornEd's customer loads in the future years of 
2012 and later will be more similar to the customer loads in 2009 or to the 
customer loads in 2010, so that updating the study only for customer loads 
does not necessarily mean the study will more accurately reflect future 
conditions. 

Finally, there is no dispute that CornEd Ex. 7.1 is a new distribution loss study that does 

not comply with the 2010 Rate Order directives to separate the SEC and SERVICE elements. 
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Staff Ex. 11.0,3:56-4:2 (Rockrohr). Nor does it comply with the 2010 Rate Order directive for 

the loss study to include updated transmission losses. Id. at 4:77-84. 

Therefore, if the Commission adopts the interpretation that this case is not the "next rate 

case," the Commission should use the distribution loss factors approved in the 2010 Rate Order. 

If the Commission adopts the alternative interpretation of the statute, CornEd should use 

distribution loss factors that include the separation of the SEC and SERVICES element, as the 

Commission directed in the 2010 Rate Order. The only place these elements are separated is in 

CornEd Study Report #3. 

IX.	 OTHER 

A. Distribution System Loss Study
 

See discussion supra Section VII.C.
 

X.	 CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, the Commercial Group respectfully requests that the Administrative Law 

Judges recommend, and the Commission order, the relief requested herein. 

Respectfully submitted this 27th day of March, 2012. 

lSI Alan R. Jenkins 
Alan R. Jenkins 
Jenkins at Law, LLC 
2265 Roswell Road 
Suite 100 
Marietta, GA 30062 
Tel. No. (770) 509-4866 
Email: aj@jenkinsatlaw.com 

Attorneys for The Commercial Group 
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ICC Docket No. 11-0721 
CornEd Ex. 28.2 

Schedule 3 
Commonwealth Edison Company 

The Comparison of Delivery Service Cost of Service 
ComEd Ex. 28.1 vs. ComEd Ex. 28.2 

Delivery Class/Subclass 
Cost of Delivery Service ($1 ,000's) 

Percent ChangeComEd Ex. 28.1 ComEd Ex. 28.2 Difference 
(A) (B) (C) - (B) - (A) (D) = (C) / (Al 

Residential Sector 
Single Family Without Electric Space Heat 
Multi Family Without Electric Space Heat 
Single Family With Electric Space Heat 
Multi Family With Electric Space Heat 

$866,580 
$228,242 

$16,274 
$39.686 

$1,150,781 

$866,638 
$228,175 

$16,279 
$39,680 

$1,150,772 

$58 
($67) 

$5 
l.$.Ql 
($8) 

0.01% 
-0.03% 
0.03% 

-0.01% 
0.00%Residential 

Nonresidential Sector 
Watt-Hour $25,078 $25,064 ($14) -0.06% 
Small Load (0 to 100 kW) $252,288 $252,177 ($111 ) -0.04% 
Medium Load (Over 100 to 400 kW) $155,139 $155,134 ($5) 0.00% 
Large Load (Over 400 to 1,000 kW) $134,136 $134,213 $77 0.06% 
Very Large Load (Over 1,000 to 10,000 kW) $226,502 $226,892 $389 0.17% 
Extra Large Load (Over 10,000 kW) $41,431 $41,185 ($246) -0.59% 
High Voltage (Up to 10,000 kW) $2,125 $2,123 ($2) -0.09% 
High Voltage (Over 10,000 kW) $13,267 $13,259 ($9) -0.07% 

Railroad $5,130 $5,106 {llil -0.45% 
Nonresidential (No Lighting) $855,096 $855,153 $57 0.01% 

Lighting Sector 
Fixture-Included Lighting $14,690 $14,679 ($11 ) -0.07% 
Street Lighting - Dusk to Dawn $3,577 $3,546 ($32) -0.89% 

Street Lighting - General Lighting $788 
$19,055 

$2,024,932 

$782 
$19,006 

$2,024,932 

00 
($48) 

($0) 

-0.74% 
-0.25% 

0.00% 

Lighting 

Total 
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